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Xavier Legrand’s French import, Custody, isn’t technically a horror movie. But it’s as 
harrowing and stressful as Hereditary or A Quiet Place. In a way, it’s even more 
terrifying because its monster is a father who, at first, seems like a tragic figure 



deprived of the right to see his children only to reveal himself as the unrelenting brute 
his wife claims he is. 
We’ve all seen these sorts of domestic bogeymen before in any number of Lifetime 
movies. But rarely are they presented with the matter-of-fact naturalism that Legrand 
brings to his Venice Silver Lion winner. It’s not a pleasant film to sit through by any 
means – you engage with it at your own risk. Still, it is undeniably powerful. And, more 
than that, exquisitely acted thanks to a set of performances that don’t feel like 
performances at all. You feel its horror in your bones so deeply that it’s impossible to 
shake it off when it’s over. 
The film opens in the drab bureaucratic chambers of a French civil-court judge who’s 
hearing both sides of a custody dispute between a warring pair of exes. Miriam (Lea 
Drucker) claims that she should be the sole guardian of her two children – 18-year-old 
Joséphine (Mathilde Auneveux) and 11-year-old Julien (Thomas Gioria). Meanwhile, 
her brawny husband Antoine (Denis Menochet) convincingly makes the case that he 
should be allowed to see his son on alternate weekends. He gets his wish even though 
his daughter wants nothing to do with him and is old enough to get her way. That leaves 
poor Julien…. 
What seems like a simple case of Kramer vs. Kramer quickly spirals into something far 
bleaker as Miriam’s claims of her ex being an abusive bully become plain for everyone 
(except the courts) to see. A sickening sense of dread hovers over Antoine’s weekends 
with his son as his mask of being a new man drops. Gioria, with his tousled blonde hair 
and scared blue eyes makes you feel the fear of violence in the presence of this man 
who should be his protector. It’s one of the most realistic and heartbreaking 
performances by a child actor I’ve ever seen. 
Controlling and explosive, Antoine talks about his love for his family, but has an odd 
way of showing it. The more obstacles he encounters, the more threatening he 
becomes. Tragedy seems inevitable. I wish I could say that he turns out to be a 
misunderstood gentle giant who redeems himself as a parent in the end. But there’s 
no such happy ending for this broken-beyond-repair family. What we’re left with is a 
stark nightmare of cruelty. It’s a story that’s as terrifying as it is commonplace in real 
life no matter the country. Look around. There are too many Antoines in this world and 
far too many innocent victims whose lives will be forever ruined like Julien. A- 
 
http://ew.com/movies/2018/07/06/custody-review/	
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5. Custody (Xavier Legrand; June 29) 
 

 
 
Synopsis: When his parents separate, a bitter custody battle results in 11-year-old 
Julien being shuttled between his fearful mother and abusive father, who uses the boy 
as a pawn to manipulate his ex-wife. 
 
Trailer 
 
Why You Should See It: The Oscar-nominated director Xavier Legrand brought his 
debut feature Custody to Venice Film Festival last fall and picked up Best Director. 
Currently named the best film of the year from our writer Jared Mobarak, he said in his 
review, “Custody shows domestic abuse isn’t something that comes and goes. It’s not 
a 0-60 scenario where some days escalate and others don’t. Life perpetually travels at 
80 mph instead. You must be ready for any outcome because your predator is as 
desperate to find you as you are to escape. And when your only connection is a young 
boy who can’t help being coerced by constant questioning and outside interference, 
isolation isn’t permanent.” 
	
https://thefilmstage.com/features/15-films-to-see-in-june-2018/3/	



 

 
 
‘Custody’ Review: You Don’t Have to Be a 
Child of Divorce to Appreciate This Tense 
Drama, but It Helps 
Xavier Legrand makes a strong showing in his debut feature. 

 
Michael Nordine 
Jun 29, 2018 12:58 pm 
 @slowbeard 
 
 

 
 
“Joint custody blows.” That poignant declaration, made by one of the kiddos being 
fought over in Noah Baumbach’s “The Squid and the Whale,” succinctly summarizes 
the entire custody-battle genre to which it belongs. Seven years after reaching its 
high-water mark with Asghar Farhadi’s “A Separation,” that genre continues 
with Xavier LeGrand’s “Custody.” Less nuanced than some of its predecessors but far 
more stressful, it isn’t an easy watch — nor is it meant to be. 
Read More:‘Custody’ Trailer: Nothing Is Black and White in Xavier Legrand’s Heart-
Pounding Domestic Thriller — Watch 



It’s also Legrand’s debut feature, arriving four years after his Oscar-nominated short 
“Just Before Losing Everything.” The first-timer won the Silver Lion for Best 
Director at last year’s Venice Film Festival, and his control over the material is on 
clear display throughout all 93 nail-biting minutes: “Custody” begins with an air of 
documentary reality before evolving into a thriller so claustrophobic its climax fits 
inside the bathroom of a modest apartment. 

Regardless of who wins the war between mother and father in these films, the 
children almost always lose — casualties of a battle they didn’t start and never 
wanted any part in. (You don’t have to be a child of divorce to appreciate the 
difficulty of their position, but it helps.) That’s true of 11-year-old Julien (Thomas 
Gioria) and soon-to-be 18-year-old Joséphine (Mathilde Auneveux), with one 
important difference: They’ve both chosen a side. 

Legrand has, too, which would be to his film’s discredit if he were trying to make 
something more akin to “Kramer vs. Kramer.” Less a dissection of a failed marriage 
and more an observation of masculinity and its most toxic, “Custody” makes little 
secret of the fact that one half of this equation shoulders the lion’s share of blame. 

It opens with a lengthy mediation in one of those cold, clinical rooms you hope never 
to find yourself in and introduces the two belligerents via their attorneys, who do 
most of the talking for their clients — mom Miriam (Léa Drucker) and dad Antoine 
(Denis Ménochet) don’t so much as look at one another. From the very first, Legrand 
makes it clear that there’s little to no chance of peaceful resolution. Drucker, a 
mainstay of French film, TV, and theater, is très bien as a woman who’s been battered 
but not broken. 

 

Aside from that uncomfortable opening salvo, “Custody” doesn’t take place in the 
courtroom. When they aren’t arguing through their lawyers, the estranged couple 
communicate with the help of their traumatized son. A recorded statement in that 



opening scene makes it clear that Julien wants nothing to do with his father, whose 
vindictiveness at first seems a response to his family’s utter rejection of him — they 
huddle together and speak in hushed tones whenever he arrives to pick the boy up 
for the weekend. Quick to anger and wholly unpleasant to be around, he isn’t just 
losing his custody battle — he’s losing his fight against whatever demons have made 
him into the person he’s become. 

Antoine greets the boy affectionately when he sees him, but there’s a quiet menace 
to the way he calls him “sweetie” and kisses him on the forehead: Things will only 
remain calm for as long as they’re on his terms. Should Julien lie about his mother’s 
whereabouts or fail to mask how little he wants to spend the next 48 hours in the 
company of his father, Antoine will explode — “La Gloire de mon père” this is not. 
Most of these moments feel earned, but Legrand occasionally lets the plot devolve 
into melodrama and histrionics in a way that undermines his film’s stronger 
elements. 

There’s an urge, while watching these scenes, to reach through the screen and help 
Julien put on a good face and keep the monster at bay even as it becomes ever clearer 
that doing so will just make Antoine feel justified in his behavior. Eventually we 
want to do the same thing as Julien: run. 

Grade: B 
“Custody” is now playing in New York and opens in Los Angeles on July 13. 
 
https://www.indiewire.com/2018/06/custody-review-xavier-legrand-lea-drucker-
1201978461/ 
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Tweet 
Watching “Custody” I was reminded of one of Roger’s tenets: "It’s not what a movie is 
about, it’s how it is about it.” Writer/director Xavier Legrand’s feature length debut is 
about a bitter custody battle, but he has chosen to execute his plot as a quiet, brutally 
relentless psychological thriller. “Custody” filters the majority of its terror through 
Julien Besson (Thomas Gloria), the 10-year-old boy at the center of his parents’ vicious 
legal struggle. This device never feels exploitative, because as any child of divorce will 
tell you, the dissolution of one’s parental unit is traumatic even when the split is 
amicable. And this is not an amicable split. 
 
In the film’s opening scene, Antoine Besson (Denis Ménochet) and his lawyer are at a 
hearing to seek joint custody of Julien. His soon-to-be-ex-wife, Miriam (Léa Drucker) 
strongly objects to this request, citing Antoine’s history of violence against her and 
their older daughter Joséphine (Mathilde Auneveux). Joséphine wants nothing to do 
with her father, and since she is of age, Antoine cannot influence her decisions. Julien 
is another story altogether—he cannot legally make an adult decision—though he does 
express through a letter that he also wants nothing to do with Antoine. 
Legrand shoots this sequence in a documentary-like fashion, moving back and forth 
between Miriam and Antoine while spoken legalese flies through the air. As their court-
appointed arbitrator sizes up both sides of the equation, so does the camera, though 
it’s far too early for the film to tip its hand, Instead, Legrand lets the scene play out far 
longer than one anticipates, raising doubt all around. Is Antoine really violent, or is he 
just an exasperated father who’s correct in his accusation that his wife has turned his 
children against him? Is this going to evolve into “Kramer vs. Kramer” or something 
more sinister? Even when Miriam’s lawyer presents evidence of an injury Joséphine 
suffered because of Antoine, we’re not sure whether his far less damning explanation 
isn’t credible. 
Once Antoine wins partial custody, however, we start to realize that he is not the 
concerned father he appeared to be. He is a monster, though not the one-dimensional 
kind that often fills the villainous role. Antoine is a man in pain about his impending 
divorce, and while that’s by no means a forgivable excuse, it adds a bit of uncomfortable 
complexity. Ménochet towers over his fellow actors, and even when seemingly calm, 
Antoine sucks all the oxygen out of a room when he enters. Legrand’s camera follows 
suit, squeezing Antoine and Julien into confined spaces like cars, constricting the 
frame until we feel as trapped as his characters do. 
 
As the audience stand-in, Gloria is a huge part of what makes these scenes successful; 
he has a very expressive face that often fills the screen in silence while his body 
telegraphs the sad resignation of one who feels helpless. Julien exists under constant 
emotional duress in Antoine’s world, and this thriller does not offer him much comfort. 
Yet Julien also has a fierce determination to protect his mother at all costs, which is an 
unfair burden for him to carry but is also quite realistic in domestically violent 
situations. Julien’s one act of defiance in service to sparing his mother results in a 
terrifying chase that is masterful in its suspense. That it ends with psychological 
violence rather than physical altercation makes it no less harrowing. 
As Miriam, Drucker has the most complicated role in “Custody.” Like Julien, she 
physically carries a sense of resignation on her person, but she has a far more adult 
understanding of how the system has failed her and her kids. Her actions are subtle 
but they speak volumes; Legrand leaves out most of the backstory but we can infer that 
she was left to her own devices because the police were of little use to her when she was 
married. “Custody” gives her two big, distinctly different dialogue scenes with Antoine 



alone, and though she has the quieter performance in each, she holds her own by 
showing the self-preservation strategies Miriam employs in a valiant attempt to 
emerge unscathed. 
Before he goes full-tilt thriller in the film’s climax, Legrand keeps the viewer off guard 
by giving certain scenes an unusual pacing or mixing together two scenes that are 
tonally different. The former works in a long, bathroom scene where a character takes 
a pregnancy test and responds to the results. The latter, however, results in a way too 
on-the-nose use of Josephine singing Ike and Tina Turner’s classic cover of “Proud 
Mary” intercut with the threat of spousal abuse. 
“Custody” plays like a more humanistic Michael Haneke film. It’s emotionally bruising 
but not without some glimmer of hope, personified here by a close-up of the 
preternaturally kind face of a 911 dispatcher. Legrand took home directing honors from 
the Venice Film Festival and deservedly so. I look forward to what the director does 
next. And while “Custody” is not particularly violent, I must warn that its subject 
matter has the capability to be quite triggering. So please exercise caution. 
 

https://www.rogerebert.com/reviews/custody-2018 
 
 
 



 

‘Custody’ review: A skillful but stressful 
French family drama 
Thomas Gioria stars in Xavier Legrand's "Custody." Photo Credit: Kino Lorber	
By Jordan Hoffman 
Special to amNewYork 
June 28, 2018 

‘Custody’ 
Directed by Xavier Legrand 
Starring Léa Drucker, Denis Ménochet, Thomas Gioria 
Unrated 

French writer-director Xavier Legrand shows enormous skill in his first feature film, “Custody,” 

though one does wonder who in their right mind would voluntarily sit through this thing. 

It starts off disquietingly, with a tense (but mostly civil) family court hearing, then only gets 

worse as a 12-year-old son is ordered to spend time with his short-fuse father. The bad vibes 

grow unbearable until the film goes in the exact direction the defeated mother knew it would 

go, if only the bureaucrats would listen. Stressful! 

And yet, it’s hard to look away. Legrand’s style refuses to descend into horror movie tropes, 

maintaining a documentary-style realism. There’s a looming sense of dread as the mother 

Miriam (Léa Drucker) moves her two children into their new apartment. Aides-de-camp come 

and go. An aunt, a grandmother, all stifling their sighs, all wearing worry on their face. There’s 

clearly many gruesome details about Miriam’s separation from Antoine (Denis Ménochet) 

we’re not hearing about. We don’t really need to. 

The performances, especially from Thomas Gioria as young Julien, are extraordinary, but 

depressing as hell. The 18-year-old sister (Mathilde Auneveux), who has her own set of 

problems, leads a sequence at a party singing a French-inflected “Proud Mary,” and it’s the 

sort of “not germane to the plot, but still amazing” type of moment that can make a film 

memorable. 



Scenes at Antoine’s parents house are shot from Julien’s perspective, with turned backs, fights 

overheard from the kitchen and references to past events he may not even be aware of. But 

the kid, like any frightened animal, knows self-defense is key to his survival. Did I mention this 

movie isn’t for the weakhearted? 

Legrand seems intent on staying out of the way, letting the audience figure out what the 

dynamic is during long, sometimes wordless shots. There is an assuredness here that keeps 

this altogether upsetting movie watchable, but also indicates a stylist with hopefully more 

stories to tell. 
	



JORDANHOFFMANBY
Special toamNewYork

I ’ve got bad news. Once
“Three Identical
Strangers” comes out it

will add fertilizer to the soil
of every nut case’s conspir-
acy theory. No conversation
with that loony cousin
sending 2 a.m. YouTube
links will be the same.
And how could it be? This

documentary comes with a
smack-you-dead-in-the-face
twist straight out of the
most paranoid fiction. No,
I’m not going to tell you
what it is. You need to
experience themoment of
“No!” just like I did.
Themovie is interesting

enough before the big
midway reveal. First we
meet Bobby, a warm, ener-
getic guy in his early 50s
recalling his first day at a
community college.When
he gets there he’s getting
high-fives from strangers
and everyone is calling him
Eddie. He soon discovers
that a fella who was there
the previous semester is his
exact double. They speak on
the phone and facts line up.
Same birthday, both
adopted by a Jewish adop-
tion agency.
Theymeet and—wow—

they really are identical
twins! Actually, no. Because
once their story hits the
paper (Newsdaywith the
scoop!) there’s a call from
David. They are identical
triplets, and none of the
adoptive families knew of
the other’s existence.
The three families con-

front the adoption agency
which shrugs, saying no one
would have taken three kids.

A lawsuit fizzles. Meanwhile
the three 20-year-olds are
the Kings of NewYork.
They’re on Phil Donahue,
they’re at the clubs, they
have a triple bachelor pad
and they open a restaurant
called Triplets. They’re on
cloud nine (I guess it’s cloud
twenty-seven) until darker
forces reveal themselves.
While there’s a lot of

razzle-dazzle (and great

NewYork texture from
SoHo to Scarsdale), British
documentarian TimWardle
does a superlative job
slowly unraveling this
unbelievable story. It be-
comes a frank and some-
times unsettling discussion
about nature vs. nurture,
free will, self-determination
and the necessity of social
sciences. These are old
questions, but presented
through this lens you come
away having seen some-
thing new. “Three Identical
Strangers” is one of the
wilder rides of the year.

JORDANHOFFMANBY
Special toamNewYork

Frenchwriter-directorXavier
Legrandshowsenormousskill in
his first feature film, “Custody,”
thoughonedoeswonderwho in
their rightmindwould voluntar-
ily sit through this thing.

Itstartsoffdisquietingly,witha
tense(butmostlycivil)family
courthearing,thenonlygets
worseasa12-year-oldsonis
orderedtospendtimewithhis
short-fusefather.Thebadvibes
growunbearableuntilthefilm
goesintheexactdirectionthe
defeatedmotherknewitwould
go,ifonlythebureaucratswould
listen.

Andyet,it’shardtolookaway.
Legrand’sstylerefusesto

descendintohorrormovietropes,
maintainingadocumentary-style
realism.There’saloomingsense
ofdreadasthemotherMiriam
(LéaDrucker)moveshertwo
childrenintotheirnewapartment.
There’sclearlymanygruesome
detailsaboutMiriam’sseparation
fromAntoine(DenisMénochet)
we’renothearingabout.Wedon’t
reallyneedto.

Theperformances, especially
fromThomasGioria as young
Julien, areextraordinary, but
depressingashell. Scenesat
Antoine’sparents houseare
shot fromJulien’s perspective,
with turnedbacks, fights
overheardand references to
past events hemaynotevenbe
awareof.But thekid, like any
frightenedanimal, knows

self-defense is key to his sur-
vival.Did Imention thismovie
isn’t for theweakhearted?

Legrandseems intent on
stayingout of theway, letting
theaudience figureoutwhat the

dynamic is during long shots.
There is anassurednesshere

that keeps this altogether
upsettingmoviewatchable, but
also indicates a stylistwith
hopefullymore stories to tell.

The subjects of the documentary, “Three Identical Strangers” are, from left, Robert Shafran,
David Kellman, and Edward Galland, who were all separated at birth for adoption.

VERNEGAYBY
verne.gay@newsday.com

JeremyThorpe (Hugh
Grant), a rising star in
England’s Liberal Party,
seduces a stable boy,
Norman Josiffe (Ben
Whishaw), on the estate of a
supporter. A torrid affair
follows but nearly a decade
after it ends, Josiffe—who
changes his name to Nor-
manScott—wants help
fromThorpe to get a Na-
tional Health Insurance
Card.

Thorpe, now on the cusp
of leading the party, wants
nopart of Scott, and goes to
his friend, Peter Bessell
(Alex Jennings), for counsel.
Bessell goes to Ireland
(where Scott is living) to
ward him off.When that
fails, Thorpe comes upwith
a new idea— to haveScott
killed.

The three-hourminiseries
“AVery English Scandal”—
based on the true story of
Thorpe’s ruinous plot, and
adapted fromJohn Pre-
ston’s 2016 book of the
samename—waswritten
by Russell T. Davies (“Doc-
torWho,” “Queer as Folk”)
and directed by Oscar
nominee Stephen Frears
(“TheQueen”).

Grant hasn’t had a
starring role on TV since the
mid-’80s, so it’s reasonable
to ask, why now andwhy
this one? The reasonable, or
obvious, answer is Davies
and Frears, which is the sort
of creative collaboration that
doesn’t come along often.
This one in fact bore fruit—
a sharp, incisive and (above
all) funny script and direc-
tion tomatch.

Yet that’s hardly the
whole answer. Grant had his
own famous scandal to deal
with, though hardly on the
scale of Thorpe, who stood
accused of attempted
murder. He too has had an
uneasy kinshipwith stardom
and fame, with the libel suits
to prove it. Butmaybe TV
simply offered the kind of
intimacy this portrait de-
manded. Up close and
personal, Grant’s Thorpe is
repressed and ruthless,
charming and cunning,
loving and homicidal.
Presentedwith evidence of
his ex-lover’s obstinacy, and
singular determination to
have Thorpe get him that
National Insurance Card, the
leader of England’s Liberal
party sees no alternative
other than to have him
murdered.

It’s a brutal calculus and
“AVery English Scandal”
leaves no doubt that it’s the
one Thorpe set inmotion.
But to order a hit and
actually carry one out are
entirely differentmatters,
which is where the “very
English” of the title comes in
and, incidentally, where
Grant does too. He’smade a
career of playing his fellow
Englishmenwith amixture
of bemusement and self-
mockery—a pitiableOld
World typewith perfect
diction, randy impulses and
encrustedmannerisms.

ThomasGioria gives anextraordinary performance in “Custody.”

Real-life adoption
storymakes for a
fascinatingdoc
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Three Identical Strangers
Directed by TimWardle |Starring Silvi Alzetta-Reali, Eddy
Galland, Ron Guttman |Rated PG-13

‘Strangers’ than fiction

Avery greatGrant in
‘VeryEnglishScandal’

Hugh Grant stars in “A Very English Scandal” on Amazon.
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Stylistic ‘Custody’ a skillful,
stressful French family drama
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‘Custody’
Directed by Xavier Legrand |Starring Léa Drucker, Denis
Ménochet, Thomas Gioria | Unrated |Playing at IFC Center
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Review: In ‘Custody,’ a Father Terrorizes His Family 

 
Léa Drucker and Denis Ménochet in the domestic abuse drama “Custody,” the debut feature by Xavier 
Legrand. CreditKino Lorber 
 
Custody 

NYT Critic's Pick 
Directed by Xavier Legrand 
Drama 
1h 33m 

 
By A. O. Scott 
June 27, 2018 
 

Lately, we’ve been hearing a lot about domestic horror, about movies that 
find monsters and demons at home, movies that reckon not so much with the banality 
of evil as with its awful familiarity. 

“Custody,” the spare and unsparing debut feature by Xavier Legrand, is not, strictly 
speaking, a horror movie. There is nothing supernatural, nothing especially out of the 
ordinary, about the force that terrorizes Miriam Besson (Léa Drucker) and her 
children. It’s Miriam’s ex-husband, Antoine (Denis Ménochet), a man who wears his 
everydayness like a badge of righteousness. In his own mind, Antoine is a simple fellow 
with reasonable expectations, whose rage when they aren’t met is surely justified. To 
everyone else — Miriam, her parents, his children, the audience — he is a ticking bomb, 
a train hurtling down the track from battery to homicide. 



Mr. Legrand is skilled in the techniques of dread and suspense, and without 
sensationalizing or cheapening the story, he gives this closely observed drama the 
tension and urgency of a thriller. Or, to put it another way, he uses thriller tactics — a 
ruthlessly objective camera, editing rhythms that ratchet up the anxiety of quiet 
moments, disciplined performances — in the service of documentary ends. 
 

 
Thomas Gioria portrays an 11-year-old who wants nothing to do with his father.CreditKino Lorber 
 
“Custody” begins with a scene that could be an excerpt from a Frederick Wiseman film 
(“Domestic Violence” most obviously). A magistrate and her assistant sit down with 
Miriam, Antoine and their lawyers. The mood is patient and deliberative. Everyone has 
a chance to speak, as the judge listens intently and asks skeptical questions. Emotion 
cedes the floor to reason. 

Antoine, who is the only man in the room, wants to see his kids, or at least his son, 
Julien (Thomas Gioria). Neither Julien nor his sister, Joséphine (Mathilde Auneveux), 
wants anything to do with him, but only Josephine is old enough for her wishes to be 
respected by the state. Julien, who is 11, is in effect sentenced in absentia to spend 
alternate weekends with his father, a person whose name he has whited out of his 
school forms and whom he refers to in depositions as “l’autre.” (The subtitles render it 
as “that man”; the literal meaning is “the other.”) 

Antoine’s history of violence against his family — Miriam in particular — is alluded to 
in the hearing. (It is also the subject of Mr. Legrand’s powerful Oscar-nominated 
short, “Just Before Losing Everything,” which observes Miriam’s desperate flight from 
her abuser.) There is nothing ambiguous about the situation, but since Miriam never 
pressed charges and Antoine is an otherwise upstanding fellow, the state in its wisdom 
decides that compromise is the fairest way forward. 

The consequences of this decision are horrifying, but hardly surprising. Mr. Legrand’s 
realism is more procedural than psychological. We don’t know a lot about Miriam, who 
used to work in a big-box retail store, or Antoine, who is in charge of fire safety at a 
hospital, beyond their day-to-day actions. Their marriage is far in the background, as 



is anything that might impair the precision of what amounts to a thorough and rigorous 
diagramming of the loci of abuse. 

It is just possible to imagine that the burly, brooding Antoine was once a kind husband 
and an attentive father. But whatever tenderness might have been inside him was long 
ago swallowed up by possessiveness, self-pity and paranoia. The love he professes for 
his family expresses itself as a furious desire for control and a petulant sense of 
grievance when his will is thwarted. He manipulates Julien to get to Miriam, 
tormenting the boy with promises that turn suddenly into threats. With Miriam, 
Antoine can be coldly rational, weepy and needy, or quietly intimidating. When he is 
with her, the possibility of violence hovers in the air like an odorless, highly flammable 
gas. 

Nobody knows what the explosion will look like, but Antoine is certain of one thing: It 
will not be his fault. The truest and worst thing about him is his ironclad sense of 
victimhood. When he hurts or terrifies Miriam, Julien or Joséphine (or when he erupts 
at his own father), it is because they made him do it. Their desire to be free of him is 
the greatest provocation of all, one that warrants a campaign of stalking, harassment 
and worse. 

“Custody” never lifts its eyes beyond the particulars of this family, which becomes as 
vivid and real to us as our own neighbors and friends. But Mr. Legrand knows that no 
family is an island. The Bessons are citizens, students and workers, enmeshed in 
networks of solidarity that offer at least a partial, fragile promise of protection. 

This film’s absolutely convincing depiction of intimate abuse is less a case study than 
a political theory. Antoine responds to a perceived loss of dominance with limitless 
resentment and a hypersensitivity to the slightest sign of disrespect or incivility. The 
objects of his wrath need to be nice to him, or else. He doesn’t only frighten Miriam, 
Julien and Joséphine. He forces them to live on his terms, in anticipation of his moods 
and whims and in fear of his inevitable disappointment or displeasure. You can call 
this toxic masculinity, pathological narcissism or the ugly face of patriarchy. You may 
also recognize it as a currently fashionable principle of governance. 
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dren. It’s Miriam’s ex-husband, Antoine
(Denis Ménochet), a man who wears his ev-
erydayness like a badge of righteousness.
In his own mind, Antoine is a simple fellow
with reasonable expectations, whose rage
when they aren’t met is surely justified. To
everyone else — Miriam, her parents, his
children, the audience — he is a ticking
bomb, a train hurtling down the track from
battery to homicide.

Mr. Legrand is skilled in the techniques of
dread and suspense, and without sensation-
alizing or cheapening the story, he gives
this closely observed drama the tension and
urgency of a thriller. Or, to put it another
way, he uses thriller tactics — a ruthlessly
objective camera, editing rhythms that
ratchet up the anxiety of quiet moments,
disciplined performances — in the service
of documentary ends.

“Custody” begins with a scene that could
be an excerpt from a Frederick Wiseman
film (“Domestic Violence” most obviously).
A magistrate and her assistant sit down
with Miriam, Antoine and their lawyers.
The mood is patient and deliberative. Ev-
eryone has a chance to speak, as the judge
listens intently and asks skeptical ques-
tions. Emotion cedes the floor to reason.

Antoine, who is the only man in the room,
wants to see his kids, or at least his son, Ju-
lien (Thomas Gioria). Neither Julien nor his
sister, Joséphine (Mathilde Auneveux),
wants anything to do with him, but only Jo-
sephine is old enough for her wishes to be
respected by the state. Julien, who is 11, is in
effect sentenced in absentia to spend alter-

nate weekends with his father, a person
whose name he has whited out of his school
forms and whom he refers to in depositions
as “l’autre.” (The subtitles render it as “that
man”; the literal meaning is “the other.”)

Antoine’s history of violence against his
family — Miriam in particular — is alluded
to in the hearing. (It is also the subject of Mr.
Legrand’s powerful Oscar-nominated

short, “Just Before Losing Everything,”
which observes Miriam’s desperate flight
from her abuser.) There is nothing ambigu-
ous about the situation, but since Miriam
never pressed charges and Antoine is an
otherwise upstanding fellow, the state in its
wisdom decides that compromise is the
fairest way forward.

The consequences of this decision are
horrifying, but hardly surprising. Mr.
Legrand’s realism is more procedural than
psychological. We don’t know a lot about
Miriam, who used to work in a big-box retail
store, or Antoine, who is in charge of fire
safety at a hospital, beyond their day-to-day
actions. Their marriage is far in the back-
ground, as is anything that might impair the
precision of what amounts to a thorough,
rigorous diagraming of the loci of abuse.

It is just possible to imagine that the
burly, brooding Antoine was once a kind
husband and an attentive father. But what-
ever tenderness might have been inside
him was long ago swallowed up by pos-
sessiveness, self-pity and paranoia. The
love he professes for his family expresses
itself as a furious desire for control and a
petulant sense of grievance when his will is
thwarted. He manipulates Julien to get to
Miriam, tormenting the boy with promises
that turn into threats. With Miriam, Antoine
can be coldly rational, weepy and needy, or
quietly intimidating. When he is with her,
the possibility of violence hovers in the air
like an odorless, highly flammable gas.

Nobody knows what the explosion will
look like, but Antoine is certain of one thing:
It will not be his fault. The truest and worst
thing about him is his ironclad sense of vic-
timhood. When he hurts or terrifies Miriam,
Julien or Joséphine (or when he erupts at
his own father), it is because they made him
do it. Their desire to be free of him is the
greatest provocation of all, one that war-
rants a campaign of stalking, harassment
and worse.

“Custody” never lifts its eyes beyond the
particulars of this family, which becomes as
vivid and real to us as our own neighbors
and friends. But Mr. Legrand knows that no
family is an island. The Bessons are citi-
zens, students and workers, enmeshed in
networks of solidarity that offer at least a
partial, fragile promise of protection.

This film’s absolutely convincing depic-
tion of intimate abuse is less a case study
than a political theory. Antoine responds to
a perceived loss of dominance with limitless
resentment and a hypersensitivity to the
slightest sign of disrespect or incivility. The
objects of his wrath need to be nice to him,
or else. He doesn’t only frighten Miriam, Ju-
lien and Joséphine. He forces them to live
on his terms, in anticipation of his moods
and whims and in fear of his inevitable dis-
appointment or displeasure. You can call
this toxic masculinity, pathological narcis-
sism or the ugly face of patriarchy. You may
also recognize it as a currently fashionable
principle of governance.
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“Custody” Spins Unlikely Suspense From Trouble at Home 
 
by DANNY KING 
JUNE 26, 2018 
   

 
Thomas Gioria (left) and Denis Ménochet form a tension-filled father-son 
relationship in “Custody.” 
COURTESY KINO LORBER 
 
Xavier Legrand’s Custody opens with an estranged couple presenting before a judge 
(Saadia Bentaïeb) dressed in neutral white their respective arguments about who 
should care for their youngest child. Miriam (Léa Drucker) has quit her job and 
absconded with the family’s two kids — eleven-year-old Julien (Thomas Gioria) and 
almost-eighteen Josephine (Mathilde Auneveux) — after, she explains, experiences of 
spousal and child abuse. In the telling of Antoine (Denis Ménochet), however, his 
purportedly aggressive behavior is as right as rain: What father worth his salt wouldn’t 
wait outside in his car all night for a chance at seeing the son who has been removed 
from his daily life? As for the abuse allegations regarding a years-ago injury to 
Josephine, Antoine calmly counters: “She sprained her wrist at gym. What can I say?” 
Legrand, who both wrote and directed Custody, unfolds the fifteen-minute negotiation 
with riveting impartiality, placing the audience firmly in the shoes of Bentaïeb’s 
unsmiling arbitrator. Neither musical cues nor behavioral detail telegraph which parent 
is, in the judge’s wording, “the bigger liar.” The only suggestions of authorial judgment 
arrive when the participants in this legal process go too far with their embellishments 
— as when Antoine’s counsel confidently but ridiculously strains to clarify that her 



client’s colleagues consider him “a nature lover who doesn’t drink.” 
 
From there, Legrand continues this dance of ambiguity, keeping us in doubt for 
approximately half of the 93-minute Custody. (Viewers of Legrand’s companion piece, 
the 2013 Academy Award–nominated short Just Before Losing Everything, will, 
however, be privy to the truth of the situation from the get-go; consider this a light 
spoiler warning.) Antoine emerges from the hearing with privileges to pick up Julien for 
occasional weekend visitations. Ménochet uses his considerable frame — he at times 
hulks along, James Gandolfini–like — to suggest both of the story’s possibilities. Seen 
in one light, his Antoine appears a bitter brute, indignant at his wife and using his child 
as a pawn in their feud; in another, a source of gentle-giant tenderness, inquiring, “So 
I hear you’re sick?” after kissing Julien on the forehead. Eschewing orchestral 
accompaniment, Legrand skillfully locates tension in these driving scenes in the most 
mundane of noises: a turn signal, a seatbelt alarm. (The sound work is credited to 
Julien Sicart, Vincent Verdoux, and Julien Roig.) The car rides to and from Antoine’s 
parents’ home, where father and son are greeted with friendly company and warm 
meals, are charged with anxiety. Jean-Marie Winling and Martine Vandeville are 
remarkable in their mini-roles as Antoine’s parents: Their every stab at preserving 
normalcy for their son and grandson, whether through idle banter or hearty meals, 
lands with a quietly thunderous desperation. 
 
Custody replicates the achievement of Just Before Losing Everything, in that Legrand 
has again taken an undertreated subject matter — domestic violence and the systems 
that perpetuate it — and rendered it vivid via a fascination for cinematic duration. Just 
Before Losing Everything takes place predominantly in a department store and 
proceeds generally in real-time fashion. Custody’s final half-hour consists mostly of 
two scenes: a “Proud Mary”–scored birthday party for Josephine, much of which 
transpires in roving long takes; and a wrenching, beat-by-beat home-invasion 
sequence, in which Miriam and Julien cower in the bathtub and wait for the authorities. 
Legrand demonstrates great skill as a tactician in this closing third, but his overarching 
framework for Custody — with its considerable reliance on is-he-or-isn’t-he uncertainty 
— demands that he sacrifice interior perspectives. When Miriam says to Antoine, in 
one parking-lot argument, that she “won’t talk about the same old stuff,” the line rings 
hollow, as that “same old stuff” hasn’t been unpacked for anyone but them. The most 
talkative scene in the movie is the first, where what’s true is up in the air; later, when 
everyone’s cards are on the table, the prevailing mode shifts to a dialogue-light, high-
intensity action. It’s a curious dichotomy that impresses on a directorial level even as 
it hedges on a psychological one. 
 
Custody 
Written and directed by Xavier Legrand 
Kino Lorber 
Opens June 29, IFC Center 
 
https://www.villagevoice.com/2018/06/26/custody-spins-unlikely-suspense-from-trouble-at-home/ 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
Custody 
 
BY CHUCK BOWEN 
JUNE 22, 2018 
 
As its title indicates, Custody is concerned more with processes as organizational 
entities than with the people who abide by them, suggesting that bureaucratic 
procedures have lives of their own. Writer-director Xavier Legrand follows a nasty 
custody dispute between a divorcing husband and wife, Antoine and Miriam Besson 
(Denis Ménochet and Léa Drucker), over their son, Julien (Thomas Gioria). Anyone 
who's lived through a divorce will recognize the details that Legrand shrewdly 
emphasizes: the petty evasions, the lies, and particularly the way that Julien is batted 
around as a status marker. Yet all of Legrand's characters are markers themselves—
pawns in a schematic that's alternately reductive, poignant, and terrifying. 
Throughout Custody, one is manifestly aware of Legrand's ellipses. When Antoine 
picks Julien up for a weekend visitation for which he fought hard in court, over both 
Miriam and Julien's objections, we don't see the long ride between estranged father 
and son as they travel to Antoine's parents' house. We don't even see much of the 
weekend that follows, or of the weekend that follows that, as each visitation period is 
reduced to a few succinct sketches—an awkward embrace, a catastrophic dinner—
that reveal this relationship to be defined by its endless and unrelieved sense of transit. 
Antoine is so busy trying to have his child that he doesn't bother to experience his child, 
and this is a painful and quite truthful element of custody negotiation. 
Even more significantly, we never see Antoine and Miriam break up. The couple is 
already in the process of divorcing at the start of the film, which opens with a 15-minute 
hearing between Miriam, Antoine, their attorneys, and their case's judge. This 



sequence is so long and pointedly expository that it places us viscerally in the 
protagonists' shoes—and like Miriam and Antoine, we want out of this room so that we 
may be allowed to see and discern facts for ourselves, rather than be spoon-fed 
information that cancels itself out. 
Custody captures the innate perversion of violence, dramatizing an annihilation of 
social stability. 
Since we haven't seen Antoine and Miriam together for ourselves, we have no idea 
whom to “trust,” though our sympathies are directed toward Antoine. It seems that 
Miriam has turned Julien and their other, nearly adult child, Joséphine (Mathilde 
Auneveux), against Antoine out of spitefulness and paranoia. Antoine might have hit 
Joséphine, but it's not substantiated, and the judge—a woman, like everyone in the 
court's chambers save for Antoine—seems to distrust the vagueness of Miriam's 
assertions. And we do too, because so much of Custody is devoted to showing how 
Antoine is mercilessly rejected by a family for maddeningly abstract reasons. 
Custody might stir up submerged resentments between the genders, dividing 
audiences' sympathies in tandem with their individual experiences with such sensitive 
and volatile situations. For a while, Antoine is the classic suffering male, while Miriam 
is an “other” who commits acts that are seemingly random and unreasonable—a sense 
of gendered emphasis that recalls the desperate sympathies accorded to the dueling 
protagonists of Robert Benton's Kramer vs. Kramer. This imbalance initially scans as 
a failure of empathy on Legrand's part, though the filmmaker is committing a narrative 
sleight of hand, setting his audience up for a disturbing and resonant punchline: 
Antoine really is unhinged, a burly man with a great capacity for violence. By the end 
of the film, he's storming Miriam's apartment and blasting the front door off its hinges 
with a shotgun, nearly killing Julien in the process. 
Suddenly morphing from a relationship drama and legal procedural into a horror film, 
Custody captures the innate perversion of violence, dramatizing an annihilation of 
social stability. But the film is also a stunt. Each scene is brisk, purposefully 
demoralizing, and structured with precise points of view—all so that the climatic home 
invasion resounds with maximum surprise and impact. Legrand has orchestrated an 
impressive behavioral math equation, but one wishes for the occasional spontaneous 
touch—for a splash of beauty or humor that might allow the actors to expand their vivid 
but narrow characterizations. Custody is concerned with the failure of process to 
discern human need and perversion, and Legrand rather ironically follows in the 
footsteps of bureaucracy by reducing people to statistics. 
 
https://www.slantmagazine.com/film/review/custody 
 
 



 
 
Film Review: Custody 
Supremely crafted and performed contemporary French thriller about a broken 
marriage and ensuing custody battle is a gripping, edge-of-seat drama that never 
lets up. 
 
By Doris Toumarkine Jun 27, 2018 
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Yes, there are no glaring attention grabbers among cast and crew names in writer-
director Xavier Legrand’s stunning Custody, nor hint of any intriguing twist in its 
familiar story of a marital meltdown and aftermath. But Legrand, whose Oscar-
nominated short Just Before Losing is this film’s “companion piece,” belies such 
prejudices. 
Already a fest circuit prize-winner (two awards at Venice), Custody embodies 
Legrand’s attention to detail, reverence for gripping storytelling, command of tension 
and, above all, direction of finely etched performances for characters major and minor. 
It is simmering entertainment that amounts to required viewing. 
Unfolding in a nondescript urban Burgundy town, the film begins with an avalanche of 
dialogue (and only a few pregnant pauses) as working-class couple Antoine (Denis 
Ménochet, quietly endowing his character with dark complexity) and Miriam (a fine 
Léa Drucker), separated for a year and now about to divorce, sit together in a judge’s 
office to determine custody of their two children. 
Conflicts quickly crystalize as the stern, emotionless judge (Saadia Bentaïeb) hears 
testimony from husband and wife, both accompanied by their lawyers (Sophie 
Pincemaille as Miriam’s reassuring attorney and Émilie Incerti-Formentini as 



Antoine’s insistent lawyer). Immediately evident in the conference is that neither 
sibling—11-year-old Julien (a remarkable Thomas Gioria), especially, nor Joséphine 
(Mathilde Auneveux), a music conservatory student a few days away from celebrating 
her 18th birthday—wants time with Antoine. 
Anecdotes of his abuse emerge in the discussions, mollified by Antoine’s or his lawyer’s 
countering comments. Antoine, claiming that Miriam has turned the children against 
him, has relocated back to the town for a new hospital job so he can be near his kids. 
He cares, he loves them, and he wants permission to see them weekends. Julien, he 
insists, can only benefit by having a father in his life. 
Claims of Antoine’s misbehavior are more subjective than evidentiary and the judge, 
unsure of who is telling the truth, remains undecided and adjourns the conference. Her 
judgment for joint custody follows without fanfare. But it’s a small victory for Antoine, 
as he will have Julien on alternating weekends. As for Joséphine, she’s on the verge of 
adulthood and, spared of her father, she can finish her music degree, prepare for her 
big birthday party in a few days and carry on with boyfriend musician Samuel (Mathieu 
Saïkaly) in a relationship of which Antoine disapproves. 
Miriam and both children have been living with her mother, but Miriam soon finds a 
roomy apartment in the projects, a secret she keeps from Antoine as she wants no 
contact with him whatsoever. 
The first weekend has Antoine picking up Julien at his grandmother’s. The boy, 
obviously unhappy and tense, sits silently next to his father as Dad tries to pry 
information from his son. They drive to Antoine’s parents’ place, where the newly re-
arrived man is temporarily living. 
Julien is clearly more comfortable with his petit-bourgeois grandparents, who seem 
decent folk. As Antoine and his parents converse, his father refers to their shared love 
of hunting and his mother, gossiping about family friends, mentions that one caught a 
glimpse of Joséphine going into the projects. Antoine, kept from knowing Miriam’s 
phone number, is now suspicious about where she and his kids are actually living. As 
Antoine grows more and more eager to reconnect with Miriam, Julien becomes 
increasingly squeezed in the middle. 
Having bargained aggressively with Julien, Antoine now knows where Miriam lives 
and shows up there, sobbing, to beg forgiveness. Miriam doesn’t relent. Back at his 
parents’ home, a bitter feud erupts between Antoine and his father, resulting in 
Antoine’s banishment. 
That night is Joséphine’s big birthday bash in a simple rented hall. Warmth and 
merriment fill the room as Joséphine and Samuel lead a back-up band in a rousing 
version of pop classic “Proud Mary.” Much follows, as the film’s slow boil grows hotter 
and yields unexpected results. 
Custodygrabs interest from frame one and never lets go. What impresses most are the 
power of its silences (the film isn’t scored) and performances both large and small. 
Ménochet and Gioria are both knockouts in their father and son roles. And if young 
Gioria doesn’t grow his Julien character into one like the great Jean-Pierre Léaud’s 
iconic Antoine Doinel (The 400 Blows), at least Custody suggests the acting chops that 
Léaud, still working, displayed. 
The film’s ending will surprise viewers, but they won’t be surprised to learn that 
Legrand counts among his influences Hitchcock, Haneke, Chabrol and Kubrick. 
Click here for cast and crew information. 
 
http://www.filmjournal.com/reviews/film-review-custody	
	



 
 
"Custody"willBreakyour
Heartin8HardPlaces 
 
 
   
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Tara Fass, LMFT Licensed Psychotherapist in Los Angeles 
FOLLOW 
High conflict custody is familiar fodder for movies.  Recall 1979's "Kramer v. Kramer" 
is tame compared to "Custody" 
 
Watching “Custody” reminded me of the days I worked for the Superior Court of 
Los Angeles as a child custody mediator and evaluator.  We called the public 
spaces around our office the 'Hall of Tears.'  This film takes viewers on a multitude of 



harrowing wrong turns and lost opportunities in a bitter custody battle as a 
consequence of a messy divorce.   
 

su www.youtube.com</a>, ou activez JavaScript dans votre navigateur si ce n&#39;est 
paAllow me to enumerate the 8 ways: 
 
#1  The most important moments for redemption are glossed over: 
When the judge asks kowtowed Antoine Besson (Denis Menochet) why his children 
from his marriage to Miriam (Léa Drucker) have turned against him he answers, "I'd 
like to know."  That moment of contrition in the opening scene is never explored.  Most 
family judges or the lawyers who represent their clients in Los Angeles would have 
requested orders for counseling though this is not done in the film, the one and only 
flaw in terms of the realities of high conflict custody.   
Soon-to-be-ex-wife strongly objects to Antoine’s request for joint custody citing his 
history of violence against her and their older daughter Joséphine (Mathilde 
Auneveux). Joséphine wants to cut all ties with him.  Since she is of age, Antoine is 
unable to legally influence her decisions.  For Julien it is a different case as he is too 
young to make an officially adult decision.  Even in the letter admissible as evidence 
the son expresses ambivalence.  There is a hint that if the family's issues were squarely 
addressed, Julien is in possession of a hidden well of affection for his father. 
As their court-appointed judicial officer hears both parties' lawyers they become more 
human and sympathetic.  Hope intermingled with doubt is abundant.  Antoine may be 
prone to displaced jealousy and devastating violence which is unacceptable.  It may 
be concurrently true that he is an exasperated father correct in his assumption that 
Miriam has not helped the children see he has something other than a pay check that 
is valuable.  Miriam could do more to separate her adult relationship as a spouse from 
her co-parent's role as a father.   
 
#2 Until the emotional divorce is complete no real progress towards healing is 
possible: 



Matters in the court room move quickly to issues of finances when clearly the more 
difficult slog are the emotional dimensions which need to be attended to.  It's at the 
emotional level where the secondary change must take place between the adults so 
that the children who are the collateral damage in the marital dispute are better served. 
Finishing the emotional divorce breaks the cycle of dysfunction which does not usually 
include the couple getting back together.  
 
#3 Dealing with anger is the most challenging aspect of contested divorce:  
Miriam is seeking sole custody of their son underplayed exquisitely by Julien (Thomas 
Gioria) to protect him from a father she claims beats her.  Brooding Antoine (Denis 
Ménochet) pleads his case as a scorned dad whose children have been turned against 
him.  It is unfortunate that the fear for her own safety is transmitted onto the children.  It 
seems this is the only avenue for vindication now that she is in the spotlight and has 
the 'power' as the victim.  To their discredit neither party, especially the father, takes 
any responsibility for his part in contributing to this degraded tight spot where we meet 
this failing family.   
 
 

 
 
cette vidéo sur www.youtube.com</a>, ou activez JavaScript dans votre nav&#39;est pas déjà 
le cas.</div></div> 
During custody disputes children are known to push boundaries to the max, perhaps 
taking the lead on the examples their parents show.  Kramer vs. Kramer clip.   
 
#4 Children's loyalty conflicts add to the confusion when they are pulled into 
their parent's conflict:   
"Custody" shows us how both children in their own way are prone to and contribute to 
manipulations that muck up the truth.  Unsure who is telling the truth, the judge leans 
on ample evidence that children benefit from having two parents in their lives whenever 
possible. She rules in favor of primary custody with the mother and alternating 



shortened weekends with father.   
RELATED JOB 
Caught in the middle of his parents' escalating conflict between his parents, Julien in 
his child like 11 year old way is elevated to adult status.  In his attempt to quell the 
viciousness and protect his mother its no wonder he suffers from stomach aches.  Of 
course Julien's efforts back fire in this brutally relentless psychological thriller.  About 
7% of all dissolutions are high conflict, but even for children of amicable divorces the 
demise of one’s parental unit is traumatic at any age.  
#5 Flawed spouses can be good enough parents with the right supports.  
Both parents appear to genuinely care for their children.  Perhaps Miriam should have 
worked harder to coax her daughter who sang a hit with her band from Ike and Tina 
Turner (who had horrific domestic violence issues) at her party to invite her 
father.   Excluding him further did not help.  Perhaps he could have been accompanied 
by his parents as support.   Josephine and Julien's paternal grandparents are also 
other collateral damage in this ugly parting of the ways.  Antoine is a man in extreme 
pain with long simmering hurts that surface as unjustified monstrous rage in the 
impending split. 
 
#6  Children should be heard while acknowledging they can be triangulated into 
the unholy tribal warfare: 
Even when Miriam’s lawyer presents evidence of an injury Joséphine supposedly 
suffered because of Antoine, we get a whiff of how lawyers expand the negative to 
'win' their client's case to the detriment of the family reorganization.  Relying too heavily 
on children's testimony often inflames the problem of kids being caught in the 
middle.  The less damning explanation offered by Antoine's lawyer may be the more 
credible. One of the problems with inter-parental conflict is that the parenting in general 
loosens and teens are known for using this to wriggle out of parental influence at a 
time when they still need care and oversight.    
Even though Antoine ultimately blows the opportunity, he is given the benefit of the 
doubt when granted joint legal custody.  The assumption is that with time cooler heads 
will prevail and the family will heal.  He clearly needs more support and a lot of help to 
be the positive influence he yearns to be.   
 
#7  Voluntary therapy generally works better than court ordered therapy. 
Face it, no one likes to be told what to do especially when they feel vulnerable. 
Developing a safe and trusting relationship with a seasoned therapist is difficult 
enough. Being forced to do counseling makes the task even harder.  Men's anger, 
especially for men like Ménochet who is physically big, prone to grimacing and who 
hunts as a hobby, can be a scary and imposing presence even when he is calm.  How 
ironic because in his day job he is in charge of fire safety for a local hospital.   
Antoine and Julien  are often placed in claustrophobic spaces like cars and a dining 
table, the visual frame confining until we feel as pressured and trapped as these 
characters do especially when emotions run high.  In several scenes struggles explode 
in the car before and after transitions in care (hardly easy under the best 
circumstances) from one parent to the other.  In one scene a fight ensues around an 
otherwise light moment eating a scrumptious meal prepared by paternal grandmother 
between paternal grandfather and son, giving a nod to a history of trouble between the 
generations. 



 
#8  "Custody" is a must see for anyone involved in a separation or divorce:   
Actor Gioria as Julien gives a tour de force performance.  His often silent expressive 
face and weary body telegraphs hyper-vigilance alternating with sad resignation of one 
who feels powerless.  Glimpses of excitement or relaxation are quickly shut 
down.  Julien exists mostly under emotional duress.  
The fact that Julien is not deterred in his determination to protect his mother to the 
extent that he lies and further mucks up a complicated situation is truly upsetting.  More 
than an unfair burden for Julien to carry, unfortunately it is also quite realistic in 
domestically violent situations.  There is a chase scene in this film, the consequence 
of which the adults realize their youngest has unfairly become the proverbial canary in 
the coal mine.  Just maybe the adults can arise to the occasion to do better.  We are 
lead to believe for a few minutes that maybe from the wreckage some good will be 
achieved.   
Miriam imprints onto Julien her air of weakness, dependence and resignation.  Has 
she has not worked outside the home to earn a living?  Once her life settles down will 
she look forward to job training, or do her energies focus solely on forming another 
relationship?  What are her capacities to lead an independent life?  It is suggested that 
Miriam was reluctant to expose Antoine for domestic violence in the marriage, or that 
the system failed to protect her and the children.  Perhaps it was some combination of 
factors.  A First World modern woman, who in the end is protected by an older woman 
with an Arabic last name, passivity has not served her or her extended family well.  
The film climaxes into full-frontal thriller mode.  “Custody” is gut wrenching and life-like 
in its depiction of a family deconstructing in free-fall without useful professional 
intervention.  Could these new fresh lows signal a chance for the father to have a 'come 
to his senses' moment while in the cooler?  
"Custody” is not gratuitously violent.  Its realism amply illustrates why the time after 
physical separation can be the most dangerous in violent families and why law 
enforcement officials routinely cite domestic disputes as some of the most 
dangerous.   The homicidal/suicidal aspects of the subject matter this movie tackles 
could be tremendously triggering.  For these reasons and more be aware to exercise 
caution while viewing. 
 
The film opens June 29th in NY and July 13th in LA and select cities. 
 
https://onmogul.com/stories/the-heartbreak-of-high-custody-conflict	
	
	



 
 
 
 
 
THE BEST FILMS RELEASED IN THE FIRST HALF OF 2018 
 
35. 'Custody' (Jusqu'à la garde). Critic score: 95 percent. Audience score: 98 percent want 
to see. Number of critic reviews: 56. Critics Consensus: “'Custody' uses formal restraint—
and a series of searing performances—to take a hard-hitting look at the often painful bond 
between parents and children.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Credit : Kino Lorber 
	
	
http://www.newsweek.com/best-films-released-first-half-2018-981832?slide=16	
	



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Best Films of 2018 (So Far) 

 Written by The Film Stage on June 20, 2018  
 
 
 

 
 
2018 is nearing the halfway mark, so it’s time to take a look back at the first six months 
and round up our favorite titles thus far. While the end of this year will bring personal 
favorites from all of our writers, think of the below 31 entries as a comprehensive rundown 
of what should be seen before heading into a promising back half of the year. 
Do note that this feature is based solely on U.S. theatrical releases from 2018, with many 
currently widely available on streaming platforms or theatrically. Check them out below, 
as organized alphabetically, followed by honorable mentions and films to keep on your 
radar for the remaining summer months. One can also follow our Letterboxd list. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



24 Frames (Abbas Kiarostami) 

 
 
As a swan song, there aren’t many as beautifully somber as Abbas Kiarostami’s. At first 
glance simplistically structured, 24 Frames reveals itself to be a complex cinematic survey 
of time and artifice in filmmaking. (Isiah Medina’s brilliant essay is a must-read.) It’s an 
overwhelming feeling imagining each frame as one’s final glimpses of the world—bleak  
isolation clashing with graceful nature. The superb final note of a life’s work.  – Jordan R. 

 
Araby (Affonso Uchoa and João Duman) 

 
 
“I’m like everyone else,” writes about himself Cristiano (Aristides de Sousa), the working 
class hero at the center of Affonso Uchoa and João Dumans’ Araby, “It’s just my life that 
was a little bit different.” Calling that an understatement would be a euphemism. An 
average-sized and average-looking factory worker in the Southern Brazilian state of Minas 
Gerais, Cristiano is an everyman par excellence. Neither charismatic nor particularly 
striking – at least not on a first look – he seems so ordinary it takes us twenty minutes to 
understand he’s Araby’s protagonist, and not some flickering extra. When we first meet 
him, he is given a lift to his steel factory; up until then, Uchoa and Dumans had followed 
Andre (Murilo Caliari), a pensive and bookish teenage boy living with his aunt Márcia 
(Gláucia Vandeveld) in a derelict house close to the hellish steel mill. By the time we next 



hear about him, Cristiano has suffered an unseen work accident, and is stuck in a coma. 
Asked by Márcia to collect his belongings, Andre arrives at Cristiano’s place, and happens 
upon a spiral-bound notebook which the man has used to transcribe a decade’s worth of 
memories. – Leonardo G. (full review) 
 
 
Annihilation (Alex Garland) 

 
 
More terrifying than any creature Hollywood could dream up is the unraveling of one’s 
mind—the steady loss of a consciousness as defined by the memories, motivations, and 
knowledge built up from decades of experience and reflection. With Annihilation, Alex 
Garland’s beautiful, frightening follow-up to Ex Machina, he portrays this paralyzing 
sensation with a sense of vivid imagination, and also delivers a cadre of horrifying 
creatures to boot. – Jordan R. (full review) 
 
 
 
Before We Vanish (Kiyoshi Kurosawa) 

 
 
There are few directors who would choose to take a semi-sincere approach to a lengthy 



pseudo-philosophical science-fiction film — especially not one that lightly pries into our 
fundamental psychological foibles — but there are few directors quite like Kiyoshi 
Kurosawa. The prolific Japanese filmmaker behind such varied genre gems as Pulse and 
Tokyo Sonata has constructed a sort of skittish and overlong, albeit pleasantly existential 
oddity in Before We Vanish, an alien-invasion B-movie packed with A-grade ideas and 
craft. Nail down your windows. Lock your doors. It’s the invasion of the concept snatchers. 
– Rory O. (full review) 
 
Claire’s Camera and The Day After (Hong Sang-soo) 

 
 
Its appeal lies more in the seductive energy exuded from the dialogues and performances, 
which feel improvised. Huppert and Kim are clearly having fun riffing off one another, each 
speaking in lightly broken English and conveying the pleasures of ephemeral encounters 
in low-stakes liminal spaces, such as the one represented by the festival. Claire’s 

Camera as a whole is just as fleeting, and while it too may not leave a lasting mark, it’s 
nonetheless a welcome diversion while we wait for the next film by the exceptionally 
prolific Hong. – Giovanni M.C. (full review) 
 
 

 
Hindsight is a marvelous thing. To quote the lead character of a recent Hong Sang-soo 



film (and by recent we mean Claire’s Camera, the second of three the prolific director has 
premiered so far this year): “The only way to change things is to look back on them, 
slowly.” It’s a mantra Hong clearly lives by as a filmmaker, as do many of the people who 
inhabit his movies. Hong’s world is all about repetition, and while the cold domestic and 
workplace settings of his latest film, The Day After, are somewhat of a departure from the 
unfamiliar streets his character usually walk down, the majority of his signature ingredients 
are present and accounted for: sad, unfaithful men abusing positions of relative power; 
dialogue that meanders between the everyday and the sublime; his current muse, Kim 
Min-hee; and, of course, generous lashings of Soju. – Rory O. (full review) 
 
The Commuter (Jaume Collet-Serra) 

 
 
In the world of Hollywood where “action” is often synonymous with CGI-heavy 
monstrosities splattered across the screen backed by an assaultive sound design, the 
blissful visual coherence and immaculately-constructed thrills in the films of Jaume Collet-
Serra can feel like the third coming of Alfred Hitchcock (after Brian De Palma, of course). 
Following a trio of films led by Liam Neeson, he shortened his scope with the career peak 
of The Shallows, an ingeniously simple but no-less exhilarating shark thriller. The 

Commuter reunites him with his action muse, multiplying the single-cabin setting and 
inherent mystery of Non-Stop ten-fold, this time on a Metro-North train. – Jordan R. (full 
review) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Custody (Xavier Legrand)  

 
 
It didn’t win the Oscar for best live action short in 2014, but Xavier Legrand’s Just Before 

Losing Everything was by far my favorite nominee. Discovering his debut 
feature Custody was constructed as an expansion of that story therefore made it a must-
see. The short is soon revealed as a prequel, its look at the fallout of domestic abuse 
hopefully in the rearview considering Miriam Besson (Léa Drucker) readies to plead her 
case as to why her now ex-husband (Denis Ménochet’s Antoine) shouldn’t retain custody 
of their son Julien (Thomas Gioria)—his sister Joséphine (Mathilde Auneveux) recently 
turned eighteen and is free regardless. But while the evidence seems to prove Miriam’s 
case, a father’s love trumps a lack of concrete proof of his terror. The threat he poses, 
however, remains very real. – Jared M. (full review) 
 
Damsel (David and Nathan Zellner) 

 
Damsel introduces us to Samuel Alabaster (Robert Pattinson), who travels with his gun, 
guitar, and a miniature pony named Butterscotch. (Eat your heart out, #TeamBunzo). 
Despite the stunning vistas and other signifiers of the genre, we quickly grasp that David 
and Nathan Zellner have crafted an anti-western, lovingly poking fun at its foundation while 
slyly pulling the rug under the audience in humorous, forward-thinking, and genre-
redefining fashion. – Jordan R. (full review) 
 



Did You Wonder Who Fired the Gun? (Travis Wilkerson) 

 
 
Throughout the remarkable Did You Wonder Who Fired the Gun? – director Travis 
Wilkerson’s attempt to learn more about and confront the murder of the African American 
Bill Spann by his white great-grandfather, S.E. Branch, through a cinematic essay on 
racism in America – there are many black-and-white images of houses, forests, and roads 
in Alabama, the state in which the killing took place. As interview subjects recount 
memories or details related to the crime — through either first-person testimony or 
Wilkerson’s second-hand paraphrasing — the film often eschews focusing on the speaker 
to dwell on local spaces, quietly moving through static shots of Alabaman milieus. These 
images are so still that, at first, they resemble photographs — specifically, old photographs 
of the sort that one might find in the photo album of someone who was alive when Bill 
Spann was killed. But if you look closely, you’ll see that the leaves and grass are actually 
moving, rustling ever so slightly in the breeze. – Jonah J. (full review) 
 
Double Lover (François Ozon) 

 
 

L’amant double is the sort of film you wouldn’t mind seeing Roman Polanski take a stab 



at. Shot in chic but soulless Parisian interiors, it’s the type of thing that controversial figure 
tends to relish: all claustrophobia, body horror and pseudo Freudian sexual nightmares. 
Instead it’s in the hands of its writer-director François Ozon, who never quite manages to 
lift his material above the realm of psychosexual camp. Then again, perhaps his aim isn’t 
any higher. It’s the story of a beautiful young woman who loses herself in an erotic love 
triangle with a pair of opposing twins, both of whom are psychoanalysts. Depending on 
what you’re into, it’s about as fun as that sounds. – Rory O. (full review) 
	
https://thefilmstage.com/features/the-best-films-of-2018-so-far/	
	
	



 
 
 
 
 
Film Review: ‘Custody’ 
by Frances Raybaud 
June 22 2018 
 

 
 
Gripping, tense, and upsetting to all those with family issues, Custody is a magnificent 
debut from director Xavier Legrand. 
 
This movie is not a family film. If family films are designed to bring people together, 
Custody is its antithesis- a movie about a family ripped apart by violence and 
miscommunication. It’s beginning in real time as a court case deciding on joint custody is 
hardly indicative of the last act, in which everything comes to a head and the suspense 
tears just in time to terrify viewers. In a way, Custody is a horror film for anyone 
contemplating marriage and a settled life, and it is a swift reminder that we never truly 
know our partners. The standout in this is Thomas Gioria in the role of Julien, torn between 
his two parents with a fierce allegiance to his mother. This reviewer was on edge for much 
of the film. 
 
 



 
 
It is well-written, and the dynamics between the main characters are all gripping- from the 
father’s relationship with his parents to Julien’s attachment to his mother. It is an upsetting 
film, so keep that in mind. The themes of domestic abuse and difficult marriages are 
incredibly important for raising awareness via the arts, but it can be detrimental to 
someone’s mental health to watch this film if they aren’t careful. It is incredibly realistic 
and the acting is on point, and it raises an interesting notion – that issues at home can 
often be overlooked by the authorities until it is too late. This is of course not a public 
service announcement but rather a narrative, and it starts out pretty slow. The payoff, 
however, is worth it as the tension builds. 
With a tight cast and static setting- always indoors or just outside a home- Custody proves 
that foreign cinema can evoke empathy that’s local. 
 
The film opens on June 29. 
 
https://theknockturnal.com/film-review-custody/ 
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The Borderland Brutality of “Sicario 2: Soldado” 
Set along the U.S.-Mexico border, Stefano Sollima’s film seems ripped from the 
headlines, but its disregard for the plight of refugees suggests that it’s more of its time 
than its makers realize. 

 
By Anthony Lane 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Josh Brolin and Benicio del Toro star in Stefano Sollima’s film.Illustration by Paul 
Lacolley 
 
Bad timing, or a lucky break? Either way, the release of “Sicario 2: Soldado” verges on 
the uncanny. Stefano Sollima’s film is set in various places, including Djibouti and the 
Gulf of Somalia, but the main dramatic arena is the border between Mexico and the 
United States, across which the characters make zealous efforts either to transport 
other humans or, alternatively, to stop them in their tracks. The minds of many viewers 
will immediately drift away from the fictional narrative and toward the actual events of 
recent weeks, along the same boundary, where children have been sundered from 
their immigrant parents and housed in detention centers. On June 23rd, news footage 



showed protesters blocking a bus as it left one of the centers, in McAllen, Texas, and 
chanting, “Set the children free.” And what particular spot do we visit, early in the film? 
McAllen. 
There, we meet a teen-ager, Miguel (Elijah Rodriguez), whose house is next to a 
border fence, on the American side, and who is recruited into the illegal-immigrant 
trade. Miguel, with his air of shyness and cunning, is a minor presence in the story, 
and yet without him it would not twist and turn as it does. The script is by Taylor 
Sheridan, who wrote the original “Sicario” (2015), and though both tales abound in 
explosions, he likes nothing better than to light the fuse of a subplot and have it slowly 
burn. Some of his protagonists from the first film return for duty here: Matt Graver (Josh 
Brolin), a federal agent whose sacred calling is to do the dirty work of the U.S. 
government and to clean up afterward; his sidekick, Steve Forsing (Jeffrey Donovan), 
who commits himself to chaos without removing his spectacles, like a homicidal 
librarian; and Alejandro (Benicio del Toro), whose last name is never revealed. 
Everything about him feels classified, to be honest, down to his trigger finger. 
One thing we do know is that a drug cartel, led by a guy named Reyes, murdered 
Alejandro’s family. Hence the sadness engraved on del Toro’s features, which are 
scarcely jovial at the best of times. Now he and Graver, on the say-so of the U.S. 
Secretary of Defense (Matthew Modine), spearhead a covert scheme to kidnap 
Reyes’s twelve-year-old daughter, Isabel (Isabela Moner), and spirit her into America. 
The abduction will be pinned on a rival cartel, resulting in an internecine war: bring on 
the worst of times. That’s the plan, anyway, and what’s so grim is not just the laughable 
certainty that it will go wrong but the sourness of the political cynicism behind it. Where 
once we might have hoped for a constructive policy, we find only meddling and 
mayhem. As Graver says to Alejandro, “No rules this time. I’m turning you loose.” 
The trouble is that the director cannot resist the mayhem. Far more than Denis 
Villeneuve, who directed the first “Sicario,” Sollima is enraptured by the lock-and-load 
mentality of his heroes. Graver, asked why he was allowed to speed straight through 
a checkpoint, replies, “Because I’m special,” and Forsing hymns the perfection of the 
day: “Blue skies. Large-calibre weapons.” Some of the armed encounters are suitably 
spectacular, but, when two dozen Mexican police officers, up against Graver and his 
team, die in a shoot-out on a dusty road, the movie shrugs them off as collateral 
damage—awkward for Graver’s superior (Catherine Keener), perhaps, but of no moral 
consequence whatever. The imposing gloom of the earlier movie is replaced by a 
breezier attitude: if the world around you, or the nation next to you, seems just too hot 
and too complex to handle, try throwing a load of military muscle at the problem, and 
stand back. If it winds up trapped in even deeper complication, tough. 
And yet, despite that, “Sicario 2: Soldado” has got something. To be precise, it has an 
absorbing double act between Benicio del Toro and Isabela Moner, as Alejandro and 
the captive Isabel—the child of the man, remember, who was involved in the death of 
Alejandro’s loved ones. So how should he treat her in return? Wreak revenge, or risk 
a little mercy? They are thrown together in the scrubland near the border, and their 
relationship is wary and unhurried, with a faint echo of John Wayne and Natalie Wood, 
as a Confederate veteran and his long-lost niece, in “The Searchers” (1956). Moner is 
terrific, and her character’s fortunes can be read in her eyes—blazing to begin with, as 
she scraps with another girl in a schoolyard, but dark and blank by the end, their 
youthful fire doused by the violence that she has seen. Although Sollima’s film is 
unbothered, for the most part, by the plight of refugees, it gets one thing dismayingly 



right: our most significant witness, on the fault line where Mexico and America grate 
against each other, is a child. 
If you are pressed for time this week, and can spare only fifteen minutes at the cinema, 
spend them at the opening of “Custody.” There’s a scene near the start that is like a 
mini-movie in itself, tense with foreboding—a tension that the rest of Xavier Legrand’s 
film does nothing to dispel. He has proved his proficiency in the short form, having 
earned an Oscar nomination for “Just Before Losing Everything” (2013), which was 
half an hour long, and upon which “Custody,” Legrand’s début feature, is based. The 
plot, in other words, was already coiled tight. Now it unwinds and strikes. 
The early sequence is a legal hearing, convened by a judge (Saadia Bentaïeb). With 
a clerk at her side, she considers the case of Miriam Besson (Léa Drucker) and her 
estranged husband, Antoine (Denis Ménochet), who are there in front of her. What’s 
remarkable is that, for ten minutes or so, we hear a great deal about the couple but 
observe them for no more than a few seconds. Clearly, you shouldn’t speak unless 
spoken to by the judge, who listens first to the evidence submitted by their lawyers. 
Thus, we learn of the Bessons’ daughter, Joséphine (Mathilde Auneveux), who will 
soon be eighteen, and her brother, Julien (Thomas Gioria), aged eleven, both of whom 
are currently living with Miriam. She is claiming sole care of Julien, but Antoine wants 
to see him every other weekend, by way of a prelude to joint custody. As for Julien’s 
preference, a statement by him is read aloud, in which he declares, “We’re scared that 
man will come.” It’s an alarming way for any boy to describe his own father, but in 
French it’s worse. Julien simply refers to Antoine as l’autre—“the other.” 
At last, we get to inspect the parents. Miriam is slender, unblinking, pale to the point of 
anemia, and so motionless that for a moment I thought the film had frozen. Antoine, 
the only man in the room, is similarly stiff, and yet, with his thick neck and his brawler’s 
bulk, he’s like a bull in a stall, reining in his snorts and dreaming of china shops to 
wreck. He is said to have hit his daughter and threatened his wife—“He wants to hurt 
her,” according to Julien. What matters, however, is not our quaking aversion to 
Antoine but his status in the eyes of the law, and that is for the judge to decide in due 
course. For now, everybody must wait. 
To view this viplease enable JavaScript, and consider upgrading to a web browser th 
The principle at work here, as elsewhere in “Custody,” is that a situation need not be 
exciting to be suspenseful. Indeed, it can be sedentary, as the characters chivvy us to 
the edge of our seats without getting up from theirs. Even when they take action—
when Miriam and the kids check out a new apartment, say—the dread of the absent 
Antoine broods over them like a spectre, and from their stunned appearance you might 
think there’d been a death in the family. Later, there’s another lengthy scene, 
beautifully sustained, at Joséphine’s birthday party, where she sings to a crowded hall 
of friends and relatives: a festive occasion, rendered unbearable by the presence of 
her father, outside. We can guess that people are talking about him, despite the flood 
of music that drowns their dialogue, and we spy the twitch of terror in Joséphine’s eyes 
as she performs. It’s that man again. 
When a film is entitled “Custody,” and when the child at its heart is fair of face and 
sensitive of soul, as Julien is, you instinctively brace yourself for a retread of “Kramer 
vs. Kramer” (1979), in which a mother and father—Meryl Streep and Dustin Hoffman—
also tussled over their young blond son. That movie, like a prudent judge, kindly allotted 
an equal share of emotional oomph to each parent. No such liberal nicety for Legrand. 
As the tale unfolds, Antoine cuts an ever more feral figure, alienating his parents as 

marie



well as his offspring, and stamping on any trace of sympathy that the audience might 
have extended to him in his loneliness. Ménochet is formidably good at conveying the 
promise of violence, and, when that promise is kept, we are subjected to a final act 
that, though bereft of bloodshed, is as draining to watch as major surgery. So clinical 
is the film, in fact, that we are forced to ask: Would Miriam really have fallen in love 
with Antoine in the first place, given that love, for spouses like him, is an excuse for the 
brandishing of power? Can life be so cruel in its capacity to delude? Sadly, as any 
survivor of domestic abuse will tell you, it can. � 
This article appears in the print edition of the July 9 & 16, 2018, issue, with the headline 
“Save the Children.” 
 
 

 
   
Anthony Lane has been a film critic for The New Yorker since 1993. He is the author 
of “Nobody’s Perfect.”Read more » 
 
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2018/07/09/the-borderland-brutality-of-sicario-2-soldado 
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Custody is the feature debut of French director Xavier Legrand. The film follows a 
young boy whose parents are in the midst of getting divorced and having a 
custody battle. The film was successful on the festival circuit, even picking up the 
Silver Lion at the 2017 Venice Film Festival. 
 
I was raised in a single-parent household, and as such, I immediately 
sympathized with the protagonist of this film. I was lucky to be too young to 
remember the separation, but that was not the case with the characters in this 
film. I found this to be a very challenging watch because of how absolutely 
heartbreaking much of the film's conflict was, although that also shows how 



thoroughly effective the film was at expressing its intended point. The film is 
shown predominantly through the perspective of the child to show the effects that 
divorce can have on a child's mental and physical safety. However, the film also 
shows the effects that this conflict has on other supporting characters that are 
also involved in the situation. The pacing of the film is also very effective. There is 
a lot of tension throughout the film, and that is built effectively through dialogue 
and characterization. This reaches a head in what is perhaps one of the most 
shocking finales I have ever seen in a film. In a matter of seconds, the film ramps 
up the intensity to heart-pounding levels that will have you on the edge of your 
seat. 
 
I also thought that the film was very well-made. It is surprising that this is 
Legrand's feature debut because it shows so much mastery of the craft. The 
opening scene is almost fifteen minutes long and is set in a mediation. Legrand 
uses the camera and production design expertly to build tension and elicit an 
emotional response from the audience. This, in combination with the often 
stichomythic dialogue in the scene makes it feel all the more urgent. The actors all 
do a phenomenal job in their roles. Thomas Gioria, who plays the son, delivers an 
excellent performance with a lot of depth and emotion. Denis Ménochet also adds 
a lot of complexity to his role, allowing the ambiguity that the character so needs. 
 
 
Custody 
Big Tuna's Rating: B+ 
How Did I Watch It?: A press screener. 
Had I Seen It Before?: No. 
Would I Watch It Again?: Yes. 
 
 
https://bigtunaonfilm.weebly.com/blog/custody 
 
 
 

 



Los	Angeles	Times	
Review: Searing French drama 
'Custody' is an unforgettable 
experience	
By KENNETH TURAN 
JUL 11, 2018 
   

 

Thomas Gioria in the movie "Custody." (Kino Lorber) 

"Custody" is a time bomb of the most devastating sort. The ticking starts 
slowly, almost imperceptibly, but it never lets up, never stops inexorably 
increasing in volume, until a conclusion as devastating as it is inevitable. 

As written and directed by French filmmaker Xavier Legrand in a 
formidable feature debut which won the Venice film festival's Silver Lion for 
director, "Custody" doesn't contain an actual bomb. Instead it is people who 
are explosive, who threaten everything in their path. 

Legrand has said in interviews that films as diverse as "Kramer vs. Kramer," 
"Night of the Hunter" and "The Shining" informed what he has 
accomplished here, something he characterizes as "the kind of cinema 
which involves spectators by playing with their intelligence and nerves." 

For a film that becomes increasingly nerve-racking and tension filled, 
"Custody" — as its name implies — begins simply enough with a custody 
hearing filmed in real time in a small judicial chamber in an unnamed 
French city. 

The judge in charge, a firm, no-nonsense woman (Saadia Bentaieb), sits on 
one side of a table, faced by Antoine (Denis Ménochet) and Miriam (Léa 
Drucker) and their articulate, dueling attorneys. 



Separated for a year, the burly, agitated Antoine and the thin, distraught 
Miriam have two children, one of whom, soon-to-be-18 Joséphine 
(Mathilde Auneveux), is too close to being an adult to be of judicial concern. 

That leaves 11-year-old Julien (Thomas Gioria ), currently living with his 
mother but the object of a petition for joint custody by his father. 

After the judge reads a statement by Julien, who says he doesn't want to see 
his father because "he wants to hurt my mother," Miriam's attorney (Sophie 
Pincemaille) follows up, talking about violent behavior on Antoine's part. 

But Antoine's attorney (Emilie Incerti-Formentini) smoothly counters that 
the talk of violence is just hearsay, not backed up by evidence or witnesses. 

When Miriam plaintively says "we just want peace," Antoine counters by 
insisting "I won't abandon my son." No wonder the judge fixes both 
husband and wife with a gimlet eye and says the question facing her is 
"which of you is the biggest liar." 

It is one of the triumphs of "Custody," however, to devastatingly 
demonstrate that even the people whose actions prove to be horrific and 
indefensible never actually feel they're lying. 

Far from doing anything wrong, they're convinced they're acting out of the 
rational belief of themselves as the injured party standing up for 
incontrovertible rights. 

As part of this, because family is such a crucial aspect of French life, we get 
to spend time with both sets of grandparents and see how their passed-
down behaviors have factored into what their children are going through. 

Caught in the middle, of course, are the children. Joséphine, as it turns out, 
has no trouble creating her own kind of problems relating to her passion for 
fellow music conservancy student Samuel (Mathieu Saïkaly). 

The child who has it worst is Julien, the object of his father's quest for 
connection and too young to really defend himself against a mendacious 
parent. 



Gioria, making his feature film debut, is exceptional as Julien, conveying 
terror and helplessness in the most convincing way from start to finish. 

The trio of actors playing the other key family members are also strong, and 
have had the advantage of originating their roles in director Legrand's 
previous Oscar nominated short "Just Before Losing Everything." 

Drucker, perhaps best known in this country for her role in the French TV 
series "The Bureau," captures both Miriam's fragility and her strength. The 
plausibility of Ménochet’s remarkable range, from total fury to abject tears, 
is essential for "Custody's" success. 

Director Legrand, who as a child actor starred in Louis Malle's “Au Revoir 
les Enfants," proves a master here of serious, uncompromising drama. His 
film crackles with low key but intense emotional involvement. 

"Custody" can be difficult, even wrenching to watch, but it always plays fair 
with the audience, and the experience, worth every minute expended, is 
impossible to forget. 

------------- 

‘Custody’	

Not rated 

Running time: 1 hour, 33 minutes 

Playing: Starts July 13, Laemmle Monica Film Center, Santa Monica; 
Laemmle Playhouse 7, Pasadena 

9:44 a.m.: This information box accompanying this review was updated 
with a new opening theater. 
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